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ABSTRACT
We take the enduring topic of drop impact on a deep pool of similar liquid further by allowing twin drops to impact simultaneously. Impacts
are sufﬁciently proximal that impact crowns and craters interact, distorting and merging craters, and creating previously undocumented
supersurface ﬂuid interactions. The unique features of twin impacts occur when crowns collide to create a central veil that bifurcates the two
craters and the expulsion of jet-like features atop colliding crowns. The emergence of a plethora of splash features is dependent on the
Froude number (Fr ¼ 30  200) and drop separation distance. We analyze proximal crater evolution using theory developed for singular
drops and develop scaling relations to predict crown and jet height. Crater and jet energies are compared for various impact velocities and
drop separation distances. We ﬁnd that craters close enough to merge produce thicker, but not higher, rebound jets.
Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067442

I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the compendium of research focused on the impact of
drops with solids1–4 and liquid ﬁlms,5,6 studies focusing on the impact
of drops on a deep pool are comparatively limited. The scarcity of
deep pool impact studies is perhaps surprising due to the recent surge
in liquid drop art and the ubiquity of raindrops falling on bodies of
water. Nevertheless, studies of falling drops impacting deep pools have
been given attention in relation to the underwater noise of rain,7 rainfall impact on oil slicks,8 and the physics of impact crater creation and
collapse.9,10 Drops impacting with sufﬁcient gentleness, Weber number qU 2 D=r ⱗ 81, where q ¼ 999 kg/m3 is the density of the ﬂuid, U
is the drop impact velocity, D is the drop diameter, and r ¼ 72 mN/m
is the surface tension, coalesce without crater formation,11 but form a
vortex ring that propagates downward into the pool. With sufﬁcient
impact velocity impacting drops create air-entraining cavities, or
impact craters, on the ﬂoor of which the impact drop spreads, followed
by the production of supersurface axisymmetric jets that may break up
due to Rayleigh–Plateau instabilities.11–17 At the free surface, a crownlike rim reaches skyward and may shed droplets if sufﬁciently thin. A
short time later, the crater collapses. The physics of crater collapse is
governed by impact conditions and may result in bubble entrainment,
thick and thin central jets, and secondary drop formation.11,18 Thin,
fast jets are formed by capillary wave convergence, or pinching,19 at
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the crater bottom, while thick, slower jets result primarily from surface
tension and hydrostatic restoring forces. Bubble entrainment only
occurs for thin, fast jets.20 Collapsing craters form a vortex ring that
propagates into the pool except for those entraining bubbles.21
Weber–Froude (We–Fr) maps permit the prediction of the various jet
and crater regimes,11 where Fr ¼ U 2 =gD and g ¼ 9.81 m/s2 is the
acceleration due to gravity.
In this experimental investigation, we ﬁlm twin falling water
drops impacting a liquid-free surface simultaneously and measure pertinent impact features. Drops impact close enough to one another
such that their splash crowns, craters, and jets interact. We use four
basic dimensionless groups to describe twin drop impact, the
Reynolds number Re ¼ qUD=l ¼ 5950  15 000, the Froude number Fr ¼ 30  200, and a dimensionless spacing at impact
‘ ¼ ‘=D ¼ 1:2  5:1. Drops impacting a distance ‘ from one
another have diameter D  4:5 mm, impact velocity U ¼ 1:2  2:9
m/s, and viscosity l ¼ 0:89 cP, fall under gravity g. Other studies have
considered the impact of a liquid jet22 and stream of drops,23,24 which
have the ability to generate deep and nested sub-craters. Our study is
likely the ﬁrst to ﬁlm simultaneous, interacting impacts by drops sideby-side. The study perhaps most closely related to ours, Liu et al.25
numerically studied the simultaneous impact of twin drops on a liquid
ﬁlm 10% the thickness of the drop diameter. The authors simulated
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TABLE I. Matrix denoting setup conditions for the nine impact cases.

d (mm)

h (mm)

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

the impact and splash of hollow drops and homogeneous drops, and
found that hollow drops formed jets, whereas homogeneous drops
formed only splash crown sheets. In both scenarios however, crown
sheets collided to form a central liquid sheet, or veil, that collapses to
form a central ring. We herein present similar features for experimental drops impacting a deep pool. We begin below by presenting our
experimental methods in Sec. II and follow with a presentation of
results in Sec. III. We discuss the implications of our results and directions for future work in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Drops are produced by the system schematized in Fig. 1. A water
reservoir feeds a solenoid valve actuated by a HiViz AstroSplash Drop
Controller. Valve timing is set to be open for approximately 36 ms,
which produces two drops devoid of signiﬁcant child droplets at
pinch-off.26 The valve output is split into two 3-mm-diameter nozzles
nominally spaced d ¼ 5, 15, and 21 mm apart depending on impact
case. Impact cases are described by dimensional release parameters in
the matrix of Table I. The tube leads to the two nozzles downstream of
the splitter are of different lengths from one another such that one suffers a greater head loss. The shorter supply line is subsequently
restricted with a manual, in-line ball valve that is adjusted such that
two drops are emitted from the nozzles simultaneously. The adjustment of the system is done with trial and error. We measure left-hand
drops, as shown in Fig. 3 (Multimedia view), have an average diameter
D ¼ 4:67 6 0:28 mm, N ¼ 45, while right-hand drops average
4.38 6 0.24 mm, N ¼ 45. The global average diameter we use to deﬁne
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drop separation is 4.52 6 0.30 mm, N ¼ 90. The deviation in diameter
between two drops in a pair ranges from 1:4  18:6% with an average
of 6.8%. Nozzles are positioned at three heights h ¼ 10, 20, and 42 cm
on a ring stand. Impacts are illuminated by LED lights (GS Vitec
MultiLED LT) and ﬁlmed with two synchronized high-speed cameras
(Photron AX-200 and AX-100) at 5000 fps. The two cameras are set
perpendicular to one another in the same plane to provide two orthogonal impact views. Drops fall into a rimless glass container measuring
20  20  20 cm ﬁlled at least 5 cm deep. The liquid pool is emptied
and replenished each day. Videos are analyzed with Open Source
Physics Tracker (OSPT) and MATLAB. A circle ﬁtter in OSPT is used
to size impacting and secondary drops.
In our experiment, we are limited by nozzle size, and likely coalescence, in producing drops, which fall closer together. The reader
will note that when d ¼ 5 mm, d=D ¼ 1:1. We show a typical drop
release event in Fig. 2 (Multimedia view). Before pinch-off, drops grow
in an elongated shape, far from contacting one another. At pinch-off,
asynchronous oscillation ensures drops in Fig. 2 do not contact, but
are separated by < 200 lm at their closest point. Should oscillation
become more synchronous, coalescence is possible. We thus posit our
nozzles are at the lower limit of d to not produce coalescing drops. If
drops do coalesce, this event is most likely to occur in the initial drop
oscillation following pinch-off.
III. RESULTS
We perform impact trials of twin drops from three heights and
three nozzle separation distances, with ﬁve replicates of each drop
release condition for a total of 45 trials. Time sequence of all impact
cases from a front view is shown in Fig. 3. Time sequences of impacts
looking onto the free surface from a side view and at an elevated angle
are provided in Fig. 4 (Multimedia view). A plot of ‘ vs Fr is shown
in Fig. 5(a). Drops released from a greater height have more deviation
in impact velocity U and drop spacing ‘. We likewise observe drops
migrate as they fall. We plot dimensional drop separation vs nozzle
separation in Fig. 5(b), with ‘ and d labeled in the inset. For drops that
are released very proximal (d ¼ 5 mm), drops typically migrate away
from one another. The cause for lateral drop migration is not well-

FIG. 2. Drops releasing from nozzles spaced such that d=D ¼ 1:1. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067442.1
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FIG. 3. Time sequences of impact. Left-most frames show the moment of maximum crater depth with t ¼ 0 deﬁne as the moment drops contact the free surface. The ﬁfth column from the left shows the moment of maximum coherent jet height. Intermediate and trailing columns are evenly spaced in time about cornerstone events. Multimedia view:
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067442.2
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FIG. 4. Time sequences of impact looking onto the free surface from an angle of 30 with respect to the horizontal. The ﬁfth column from the left shows the moment of maximum coherent jet height. Preceding frames show impact at 20, 40, 60, and 80% the time from ﬁrst contact to jet maximum height, with the ﬁnal columns at 120%. Multimedia
view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067442.3
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FIG. 5. (a) Non-dimensionalized drop spacing at impact ‘ vs Froude number. (b) Dimensional drop spacing at impact ‘ vs nozzle spacing d, with a line ‘ ¼ d plotted for reference. The numbers in the legends refer to the impact cases described by Table I.

understood, but has been documented for spheres entering water sideby-side.27 The ﬂow of ambient ﬂuid, air in our experiments, generates
a high pressure region in the expanding wake. In contrast, drops that
begin further from one another (d ¼ 15, 21 mm) migrate toward each
other for the two lowest drop heights. Thus, there may exist a lateral
oscillation in the drops’ paths as they fall, but such behavior remains
uncharacterized.
A. Drop separation determines splash
feature emergence
Both impact spacing and velocity govern the emergence of
unique impact features throughout the splash progression, which is
mapped in Fig. 6. We ﬁx drop diameter at D  4:5 mm and subsequently describe impacts by the dimensionless groups introduced in

Sec. I, dimensionless crater depth C scaled by D, dimensionless crater
width k scaled by D, and dimensionless time s scaled by D/U. For all
impact trials where drops were closest (‘  1:2  1:8), cases 1, 4, and
7, splash crowns collide to form crown jets and a central veil between
the two impact craters. The collapse of the central veil pushes the
merged crater’s free surface to a maximum depth. Further, veil collapse
ushers the mating of two impact craters into a uniﬁed crater, which in
turn retracts to form one central Worthington jet (Fig. 3). Breakup of
the resulting central jet forms a secondary drop, which for case 7 is
very large, measuring up to 1:7D. We denote merging craters in all
plots by using ﬁlled circles for data points. At the middle distance
(‘  2:8  3:7), cases 2, 5, and 8, drop momentum promotes greater
crater size and more jet interaction. In some cases, dual jets contact
one another and coalesce. At the largest tested separation

FIG. 6. Splash feature map.
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(‘  3:9  5:1), cases 3, 6, and 9, dual jets never contact one another
but impact proximity promotes jets that eject at an angle biased
toward one another. Above ‘  6:3, impacting drops no longer
appear to interact for the impact conditions tested.
From a side view of impacting drops, we can clearly measure the
height of the splash crown hc and the height of crown jets hcj , for cases
in which crown jets exist. We take the height of the crown to be that
above the free surface of the tallest liquid point connected to the
crown, for consistency. Our range of impact velocity produces crowns,
which ﬁt into three distinct regimes, qualitatively evidenced in the leftmost column of Fig. 4. Cases 1–3 produce crowns only narrowly ﬁtting
the deﬁnition of a crown, and taking the form of gravity waves. The
crowns of cases 4–6 are relatively thinner, taller, and with sparse spire
formation. Cases 7–9 produce sheet-like ejecta with regular spires and
rims dispelling a host of small droplets. While analytical expressions
for crown evolution have been derived, no convenient scaling for
crown height exists6 to the authors’ knowledge. We may however generate a justiﬁcation for our observations by ﬁrst asserting that the initial upward velocity of the crown rim Uc  U and that the initial
kinetic energy in the crown q 
Vc Uc2 =2 scales with the crown’s potential energy at its highest reach, q 
Vc ghc . Here, crown thickness can be
neglected since crown volume 
Vc falls out of the scaling argument,
ghc  U 2 , or equivalently,
hc =D  Fr:

(1)

We plot hc =D vs Fr in Fig. 7(a) and note no obvious inﬂuence of drop
spacing, which is expected because crowns grow before drop craters
begin to interact. Despite the stark differences in crown morphology
observed from the three drop heights, non-dimensional crown heights
are well-described by Eq. (1) with a correlation factor R2 ¼ 0:94. A
best ﬁt yields hc =D  Fr0:83 (R2 ¼ 0:96).
The colliding crowns of two adjacent drops form jet-like structures pictured in the sequences of Fig. 8 (Multimedia view). We dub
this pair of jets “crown jets,” witnessed only for cases 1, 4, and 7
(Fig. 6). At early impact times, these two crown jets are connected by a
central liquid veil that bifurcates the two impact craters. Colliding
splash crowns push this veil upward, thinning the sheet with respect to
its parent splash crowns. The veil rapidly collapses, leaving the two
crown jets that often break, forming secondary drops. The veil is analogous to the thin lamella formed when drops impact solid surfaces.1
From the view pictured in Fig. 8, we measure coherent crown jet
height hcj , which is plotted against crown height hc in Fig. 7(b). On
average, crown jets are 2.8 higher than the crowns from which they
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are formed, and nearly proportional in height, hcj  h1:09
c
(R2 ¼ 0:94). Thus, from Eq. (1) and the experimental scaling of
Fig. 7(b) we can write,
hcj =D  Fr:
0:99

(2)

2

A best ﬁt yields hcj =D  Fr (R ¼ 0:96) and is plotted in Fig. 7(c).
While our simple scaling does well to predict crown and crown jet
height, a more exact physical characterization of crown height for
impacts into a deep pool is an area for future research.
B. Proximal craters constrain fluid flow
We use image subtraction2,28 to acquire spatiotemporal traces of
craters from consecutive frames as shown by crater traces in Fig. 9.
Crater evolution is captured every Dt ¼ 200 ls. The inﬂuence of drop
impact proximity on crater expansion is apparent when one compares
the red and black traces to that of a green single drop impact in Fig. 9.
Craters arising from impact cases with minimal drop separation
d ¼ 5 mm [i.e., cases 1Fig. 9(a), 4Fig. 9(b), and 7Fig. 9(c)] are
constrained radially during expansion, resulting in increased curvature
of contacting regions and stymied crater growth. In the context of
Mansoor et al.,29 adjacent craters experience a “wall effect.” For all
other cases d ¼ 15 and 21 mm, crater expansion is nearly unabridged
and compares well with single drop impacts.
To further characterize the evolution of crater depth C, we
employ a dimensionless model developed by Bisighini et al.10 that
assumes a crater of spherical curvature with dimensionless radius a
and sphere centroid location f
2
3 a_ 2
2
1 f 7 f_
4a_
þ
 2

 2 ;
2 a a We Fr a 4 a a Re
_
_
_2
€f ¼ 3 a_ f  9 f  2  12f :
a 2 a Fr a2 Re

€a ¼ 

(3)
(4)

Dimensionless crater depth C ¼ a þ f. For s ¼ Ut=D < 2, crater
depth growth is taken to be linear, such that
a_  0:17;

a  a0 þ 0:17s;

f_  0:36;

f  a0 þ 0:36s; (5)

where a0 ¼ 0:77 is a constant related to initial crater radius.10 Initial
conditions are largely unchanged from the results of Bisighini et al.10
except for f_  0:36, originally10 employed as f_  0:27. Our chosen
value of f_ ensures an average best-ﬁt correlation value R2 ¼ 0:99 for
s  2 across all impact cases. Equations (3) and (4) are solved with

FIG. 7. (a) Non-dimensionalized crown height vs Froude number. (b) Crown jet height hcj vs crown height hc . (c) Non-dimensionalized crown jet height vs Froude number.
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FIG. 8. The collapsing veil and formation of crown jets viewed from the side and (a) level with the free surface, and (b) looking down to the free surface. Case 7, Fr ¼ 174.
Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0067442.4

initial conditions garnered from Eq. (5) such that að2Þ ¼ 1:11;
_
_
að2Þ
¼ 0:17; fð2Þ ¼ 0:05, and fð2Þ
¼ 0:36.
We extract the minimum points of consecutive traces to obtain
instantaneous measurements for dimensionless crater depths C, and
employ the smoothing method of Epps et al.30 by using a cubic spline
within a critical error tolerance cr ¼ 1:3  103 to approximate the
true curves of C for all impact cases. Analysis of both temporal depth
curves of Figs. 9(a)–9(c) conﬁrms the reduction of U at drop impact. In
keeping with the experimentally derived results of Bisighini et al.,10 we
consider a drop “penetration velocity” of 0:44U in our model and
obtain reasonable approximations, ⱗ 2% difference for the maximum
values of C across all cases with respect to single drop impacts. Our
results thus compare well with the existing literature10 on penetration
mechanics, which show the velocity of penetration of the drop/target
interface is approximately half of the impact velocity U. For s < 2, measurements conform to theoretical predictions to reﬂect the linearity of
drop deformation in the initial phase of impact.10 Thereafter (s > 2),
crater expansion is governed by ﬂow inertia where larger impact velocities U result in deeper craters. We however observe that the constriction
of ﬂuid ﬂow for proximal cases 1, 4, and 7 results in shallower craters
when compared to their single drop counterparts. The constants given
in Eq. (5) could be adjusted to better mimic the experimental single
drop curve (green) in Fig. 9(c), but we have chosen to employ identical
values of a_ and f_ for all cases. The cause of deviation of case 7 from the
theoretical prediction is unknown, but not unprecedented.10
C. Merging craters increase single crater stored energy
The drops’ kinetic energy at impact, Ek ¼ mU 2 =2 where m is
drop mass, is primarily converted for crater formation through a
nearly inviscid process10,31 and contributes to both gravitational
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potential energy and capillary energy. The gravitational potential
energy in the expanded crater18 is given by
 2
p
2 kD
P  qgðCDÞ
;
(6)
2
2
where CD is the maximum dimensional crater depth and kD is the
corresponding crater width at the free surface. The capillary energy at
the moment when the crater is deepest
C  prCkD2 :

(7)

Submillimeter craters are restored primarily through capillary
forces, and as craters grow, gravity forces dominate.32 While crater
dynamics are inﬂuenced by the prolate form and oscillation of
impacting drops,33–35 we take no measure of these effects as the
goal of this study is to deﬁne the broad features of twin impacting
drops.
We plot P and C vs the kinetic energy of a single impacting drop
Ek in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. For non-merging craters, we
take the average crater depth and radius to determine P and C. For all
cases, potential and capillary energies increase with impact velocity,
though potential energy grows most rapidly. The merging craters of
cases 1, 4, and 7 (ﬁlled points) produce P and C values that are considerably greater than other cases released from the same height—a single
merged crater is larger than individual craters. For non-merging craters, drop separation has no notable effect on crater energy. For simplicity, we do not consider crater-dependent prefactors18 for Eqs. (6)
and (7), but use those of a cylinder, which results in P values that are
greater than the incident kinetic energy. Thus, the true prefactor36 to
Eq. (6) is certainly < 1, likely close to 0.25. As kinetic energy is
reduced, it is converted more evenly between potential and capillary
energies, as shown by the ratio P/C in Fig. 10(c). For most of the
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FIG. 9. Crater expansion for simultaneous drop impacts onto a deep liquid pool for drop separation d ¼ 5 mm, where C ¼ y=D; k ¼ x=D, and s ¼ Ut=D. Plots correspond
to cases (a) 1, (b) 4, and (c) 7. The legend in (a) applies to all panels. Twin drop impacts are compared with single drop impacts and theoretical predictions to elucidate the
extent of drop separation on crater growth.

impacts considered here, stored crater energy is dominated by gravity,
a domination more severe for merging craters.
The collapse of separate or merged craters produces supersurface
jets. A theoretical treatment or physical scaling of jet height hj does
not exist in the literature to the authors’ knowledge. We develop a

Phys. Fluids 33, 102110 (2021); doi: 10.1063/5.0067442
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scaling for jet height here using a similar approach to that developed
for solid projectiles.15 A hemispherical crater with depth CD and volVcr . The colume 
Vcr  ðCDÞ3 is subject to a buoyant force Fb  qg 
lapse of the crater is accompanied by boundary work Wcr  Fb ðCDÞ,
a process in which surface tension is negligible given that Bond
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FIG. 10. Plots of (a) crater gravitational potential energy P, (b) crater capillary energy C, and (c) P/C vs single drop kinetic energy Ek. The legend in (a) applies to all panels.

number Bo ¼ ðq  qa ÞgðCDÞ2 =r ¼ 6:2
1, where qa ¼ 1:2 kg/m3
is the density of air and using C ¼ 1:5. The work of the collapsing crater is converted to gravitational potential energy in the jet,
Vj hj , where 
Vj  D2j hj and Dj is jet diameter.
Fb ðCDÞ  qg 
Experience mandates that at our experimental scale the diameter of a
disturbance of a free surface scales with the ensuing response,15
Dj  CD. Thus, we may write qgðCDÞ4  qgðCDÞ2 h2j , or simply
hj =D  C:

(8)

Fitting Eq. (8) to our data in Fig. 11(a) produces a correlation coefﬁcient R2 ¼ 0:54, while a best ﬁt yields hj =D  C1:54 (R2 ¼ 0:61). The
scatter in Fig. 11(a) is responsible for the small improvement in correlation coefﬁcient with a signiﬁcant change in the scaling coefﬁcient. It
should be noted that even with nearly perfect spherical impactors, jet
height is quite variable in replicate tests.15–17
If the collapse of the crater is subject to boundary work Wcr , the
expansion of the crater is subject to the same work, scaling with the
kinetic energy of the falling drop, qg 
Vcr ðCDÞ  qD3 U 2 . Noting
that U 2 ¼ ðgDÞFr, we may write C4  Fr and when combined
with Eq. (8),
hj =D  Fr1=4 :

(9)

Using all data, we ﬁnd Eq. (9) gives a correlation coefﬁcient R2
¼ 0:62 and a best ﬁt yields hj =D  Fr0:35 (R2 ¼ 0:68). Although we
use only a single drop to calculate Fr, we ﬁnd the merging craters
(ﬁlled circles) of cases 1, 4, and 7 ﬁt well within the non-merging
impacts. Merging imparts no advantage for creating higher jets as

shown in Fig. 11(b). The cause is likely that merged craters are not distinctly deeper than their parents but are wider, which can be seen visually in Fig. 3 and is demonstrated by the crater dimensions plotted in
Fig. 11(c).
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we present the emergence of unique splash phenomena when two drops impact a liquid pool simultaneously. The
emergence of speciﬁc features within our deﬁned cases has strong
dependence on the velocity and spacing combinations of our drops.
Arguably, we sample only a small portion of the available parameter
space. An avenue for future research is increasing drop velocity and
changing the viscosity of the drops and pool, both separately and
together. Decreasing the Reynolds number at a constant Weber number alters crown morphology and suppresses its breakup.37 Changes in
crown dynamics will certainly change crown jet behavior, likely reducing crown jet height. The expression of crown jets and merging craters
is very likely seen at drop separation distances well beyond 10 mm for
larger, more energetic drops and for ﬂuids with lower viscosity.
Conversely, signiﬁcant increases in viscosity are likely to stymie drop–
drop interactions by reducing crater depth and suppressing supersurface features, thus providing a surrogate for lower impact energies.
Support for this assertion is provided by the rightmost terms in Eqs.
(3) and (4). An expansion of drop parameters, particularly toward
velocities approaching terminal speeds, is an area for future work.
The theoretical predictions of crater evolution presented in Eqs.
(3)–(5) present the ability to predict both crater expansion and retraction. It is worth noting that the efﬁcacy of these equations at predicting

FIG. 11. Plots of (a) hj =D vs non-dimensionalized crater depth C, (b) non-dimensionalized crater jet height above the free surface hj =D vs Froude number, (c) nondimensionalized crater depth C vs non-dimensionalized crater width k.
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retraction is marginal.10 However, we believe it is possible for Eqs.
(3)–(5) to nicely describe the retraction of a merged crater, but with
adjusted constants. Furthermore, values of We, Fr, and Re will likewise
need to be adjusted since the nature of the merged crater no longer
resembles that of an individual, twin drop. The choice of these dimensionless groups for merged craters is not obvious. During the merging
process, craters experience a dramatic increase in radius a and shift in
centroid location f to lie above the free surface. The physics of crater
merging are an area for future research.
With our system, it is not possible to reliably and cleanly release
multiple drops along the axis of impact that produce the nested craters
noted in previous works.23,24 However, future researchers may choose
to explore this line of inquiry. With sufﬁciently proximal impacts, we
would expect nesting craters to interact with one another, to an extent.
As craters become deeper in the ﬂuid (second level and downward),
hydrostatic pressure further restricts their size and thus their ability to
push against one another.
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